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Dawn 

A soft snow falls. 

A thick fog settled over the once enchanting town and the smoke blotted out the usually 

radiant Pangaean sun. The elegant Elven architecture common in all Alfheim’s cities—lofty 

slender buildings more like sculptures than homes, crafted out of white adamant marble with 

violet, magenta, and gold accents—left nothing more than rubble.  

The falling snow was not snow but ash. 

Starfire cannons across the valley ripped through the town and the battalion, their booms 

echoing in the distance in a grim opus to inevitability. The explosions scorched the earth and air, 

sending dirt, mud, blood, and bone flying in a chaotic maelstrom of death and destruction. 

Someone should have taken those out long ago. 

But the cannons didn’t stop. They hadn’t stopped pounding the battalion the entire morning. 

Employing Necromancy, their gunners found a way to shoot through the sunshields, and 

incredibly, avoid hitting their own troops now cutting through his battalion. 

Üller scanned the field: his ears ringing, his eyes hazy, his head throbbing. Walking, neither 

knowing where to nor how he still managed the strength, he trudged slowly over ruined 

landscape and broken corpses—both friend and foe alike—drifting aimlessly, paying little mind 

to the violence around him.  

A hand reached up, beckoning him to stop and help.  

He studied the young man wearily. Not much younger than him. He wore the face of his 

enemy. The face of a friend. He knew him. They grew up together. 

He promised to marry the young man’s sister. Promised eternal devotion. 
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A childish romance.  

The kind that threatened to rend souls and corrupt sanity. Passion only young, naïve fools 

could dare themselves to feel. Believing from a young age, still too young to understand how the 

universe plays with the hearts of mortals and immortals alike, that destiny set them apart to 

endure immortality together…forever. 

Then the schism happened. 

The Elves of Alfheim, only just beginning to recover from their secession from Asgard 

millions of years earlier, and from the Mining Guild Wars, were finally beginning to find their 

place in the turbulent Pangaean landscape when news of the insurrection spread throughout their 

already troubled lands.  

Town by town. Street by street. Home by home. 

Höller; a member of Lady Sif’s inner council, violated Elven law by augmenting his 

elemental energy with hex, attempting to recover lost power after the evolutions struck and he 

fell from the heavens. Countless Elves jumped at the chance to regain their lost elemental power 

or at least augment what remained. 

Sif came down severely on all who abused hex energy—executing countless numbers—but 

missed her chance at killing Höller. A lost opportunity she soon regretted. He became a prophet 

to too many disenfranchised Elves, especially among the lower classes who suddenly viewed Sif 

and her elite Édelen as little more than tyrants. Use of Necromancy spread rampant and Höller’s 

myth grew. Too soon, his myth became a doctrine. 

What started as willful children experimenting, turned into a full-fledged rebellion. Soon 

after, an unavoidable nightmare. 
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The Kimmerian Elves emerged out of the chaos, spreading civil war to every town, every 

street, and every home. The only reminder they were once one people; the enchanted war 

banners that enhanced their connection to the elements. Banners both Elven empires still share 

with Asgard—the power it took to create their magic unequaled since the very first days. Two 

powerful, angelic wings encompassing the center, divided by a spear: Asgard’s; gleaming white 

with gold, ornately flourished trim, every bit as majestic as Asgard itself, Alfheim’s dyed red, 

and Svartálfaheimr’s black with no flourish, its edges frayed to embody their culture.  

Lesser ones could be and are made, used mostly by pirates and mercenaries, like the 

powerful ones created by the Twin Empires, but those are the actions of lesser peoples. 

“Üller” the boy struggled, choking on his own blood.  

Üller stared at him, the battle raging around him. The explosions distant in his perception, 

more a memory than reality, even while being showered by dirt and stone, and blood, and bone.  

The flying debris the only reminder he still existed. The only reminder this was real. 

“Move! Leave him! Get down! We have to keep moving!” the echoing screams from his 

squad mates running past him, having surrendered all hope. 

His lanky, three-meter-tall figure stood out glaringly against the backdrop of fire and ash. 

Even though most were larger or stronger, they could not move him. He may as well have been a 

statue of pure adamant stone. Given no other choice, they left him to his fate. 

Entranced by his childhood friend’s dirty, charred hand reaching up for salvation, Üller grew 

disgusted by his burned, disfigured fingers. He could help him. His one-time friend. The young 

man had once helped him. He carried Yggdrasil Dew in his belt. The consecrated healing oil had 

pulled beings back from worse on occasion. He carried more than enough to possibly save him. 
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More than enough to try at least. It might work. Or even Aglaophotis herb to ease the pain. It 

might help. But he didn’t move. He had already shut down. 

The young man saw something in Üller’s eyes he recognized, having seen it in others time 

and again during this terrible war. He had even seen it in Üller’s eyes once before. A dark 

memory flashed. He recognized it now. That look. In Üller’s gaunt features—chiseled chin and 

pointed ears and nose—the boy could see in his deeply set dark-green eyes…only death. 

“Tell my sister…I died with digni-” his last breath escaping his soul. 

Üller stared at his childhood friend’s lifeless heap in silence. The strange silence was not due 

to his irrational escape from the damnable reality but from a sudden and surreal intermission in 

the raging violence. 

The universe itself holding its breath in anticipation of what was to come. 

A distinct identity was being born this day. Forged. Crafted in the fires of war and conflict. A 

conflict that began long ago. Long before the war. Long before this moment. Having begun when 

he was conceived, his many possible fates drawn out across the universe in a realm few entities 

knew existed.  

But Fate had no say in what would come next. The boy—having surrendered boyhood long 

ago—would decide what kind of man he was to be… 

“Tell my sister…I died with dignity…” echoed in a maddening hum, the ethereal 

blacksmith’s hammer crashing into him over and over forging the blade. 

Hardening his blood.  

Condemning his soul.  

“Neinn.”  
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Lyonesse and Other Things that Suck 

 

Lyonesse exists a city in utter chaos, lying in its own filthy ruins. The bleakness in the hearts 

of the city is only matched by its decaying architecture of dulled reddish-brown brick and 

weather-beaten wood and stone. Any monoliths that stood in the once-grand metropolis have 

long ago succumbed to the heartless downward lure of gravity, just as its lowly denizens have 

had their spirits equally ensnared by the misery of defeat. The haves have barely anything by 

comparison to the rest of Pangaea but they are kings in their kingdom of squalor. As for the have 

nots, they have nowhere else to go.  

Pirate flags fly as freely as crime in the city, both as normal to the daily routine as breathing. 

Hy-Brasil Rangers occasionally attack pirates in force but those are strategic strikes in the ports 

or at the outer edges of the city in a weak attempt by the Seven Cities to remind its dark lords, 

and all its endless supply of young upstarts, who is truly in charge in the grander scheme. 

Likewise, every attempt by the Senate, and any empire who bothered to dare, to install order in 

the tragic domain has failed miserably.  

Every now and then a Ranger, near the end of his life or edge of her sanity, enters Lyonesse 

in a last-ditch effort to bring a small measure of hope to the hopeless. 

Predictably, their life span is short and violent. 
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Üller hated getting punched in the face. It drove him crazy. More than just vanity though, 

pride played its part in it too. He believed he should have been faster, better, or seen it coming a 

kilometer away. The only thing he hated more at this moment was Cavilla screaming at him. And 

the only thing he hated more than that was disappointing her. Not that he would ever admit it. 

Not to her anyway. 

She wasn’t screaming at him this time though, she was screaming for him. And for herself. 

Not out of fear but out of rage. 

Bound to a chair in the middle of a cramped basement office, tied up by the ankles and wrists 

with his arms behind his back, he sat beaten and bloodied. 

And dying. 

He hates basements. Cellars too. Like this one, they all stank of old death. Filling his lungs 

with the stench of the murdered earth exhumed to create them. 

Sounds from the play being performed in the upstairs theatre seeped below—the ceiling 

creaking as they danced—the singing from the actors resonating in his ears making his current 

predicament seem more like a dream. 

Cavilla hung by her wrists from a beam also bloodied and bruised, though mostly their blood. 

As for the bruises, she earned those the hard way, killing a few of them along the way. The 

mongrels hadn’t harmed her, they wouldn’t dare. Her family had force to bear down on them if 

need be. If they crossed the line.  

What was happening here was merely an object lesson. Üller needed to be taught. And they 

wanted her to see it. They needed everyone to see it. 
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The brute had been going at him for hours, their leader Sudz needing to fully break him. 

Needing him to learn so he could teach others. 

But he refused. Mules often do. As Elves went Üller was fairly flexible. Sometimes. 

Occasionally. Honestly, hardly ever. And certainly not this time. Not today. 

“This is unnecessary” the colossal Dwarf complained in his peculiar voice. Made more so 

coming out of his wide, square-jawed head, a long, wide nose to match, teeth like iron bars, and 

a flesh made seemingly of earth and stone.  

His biting Agarthan accent made him sound more comical than he should ever be thought of. 

Even sitting he was almost the tallest person in the room at five meters high, nearly ten when he 

stood. His disproportionately long arms nearly covered his baroque-style desk and his large four-

ton frame covered the regal cathedra he sat upon. Having become fashionable for even small-

time warlords to sit upon self-made thrones, and like his, many were religious in nature, adding 

to their sense of self-grandeur. It looked almost comical in the dungy cellar, but again, it’d be a 

mistake to think that of the being sitting in it.  

Next to him stood a four-meter-tall, exceedingly curvy, Harpy (the offspring of a Succubi 

and Valkyrie) with straight black wings—rare for her species—with their wings and arms 

essentially the same appendage: a cross between eagle and bat. Four clawed fingers and four 

talons. Hard scaled skin below the knees and past the elbows with feathers covering the rest. 

Faces more humanoid than bird, pointed ears, sharp teeth, and a long, feathered mane for hair. 

She wasn’t his whore, any fool who thought that of her ended up a dead one. Usually by having 

their throat ripped out by her sharp talons. She preferred using her feet so she could stand high 

above her victims, letting them witness her superiority in every way that mattered. 
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The only way that mattered.  

The whole scene made Üller feel claustrophobic.  

“Üller…how long are we going to do this?” he asked apologetically. 

“Until your mom…sto- stars…sucking m- my hani” Üller managed to spit out, dazed, his 

words slurred and garbled. 

The brute, a Bull-headed Lamassu—an immensely muscular being with the head of a bull 

and a humanoid body with cracked, worn-leather flesh—punched him hard in the face, winding 

up to do so, sending another two teeth flying across the room. 

“Leave him alone you coward! You’ll get your adder!” Cavilla screamed. 

“Peniaze? This is no longer about the adder” Sudz explained. “It is about loyalty. Honor. 

Rešpekt. What happens now is on him…and him alone.” The Dwarf stood, hunching over even 

though he had the floor dug out so he could more easily fit, and walked to him. “Ullie” his tone 

pleading “I like you. I always have. But I can’t allow this to go unpunished” looking down on 

him regretfully. “Tell me what I want to hear. Say the words. Tell me you will do what I need 

you to do, and this…all of this, it will end.” 

“Üller, just tell the ugly prasa what he wants to hear!” Cavilla cursed derogatorily. One of 

two things someone should never call a Dwarf. Especially not someone tied helplessly to a beam. 

Sudz gave a sidelong glance to his Harpy assassin who quickly stomped toward Cavilla and 

backhanded her across the face, drawing blood from her nose. 

“Mol krýs” the only other thing one should not call a Dwarf. The Harpy looked at him. He 

nodded no. He needed to prove a point, not bring Paititi’s wrath down on their heads. They still 
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didn’t know who she was: Paititi kept information on the royal family need-to-know. They only 

knew she mattered to someone powerful. More powerful than they should want to anger. 

“You should be more respectful to me. I hold your life in my fat little fingers” his thick 

accent forcing the words out through his meat grinder mouth. Cavilla eyed him defiantly. “I hold 

his life in my hands” he reminded her. 

She softened, lowered her gaze to Üller. “Üller. Please. Just say it. Please, tell him what he 

wants to hear.” 

Üller wondered, how what started out as a simple shakedown for more adder, could go so 

wrong…so terribly, terribly wrong.  

He could do it.  

He could just say it.  

Sorry, boss. Won’t happen again, boss. I was wrong, boss. I belong to you, boss. You own 

me…boss.  

My slingers…are yours...šef. That is what Sudz wants to hear. What he needs Üller to admit. 

That he owns him. Now and always. 

Say it and he walks out of this dungeon alive.  

But then he would have to go out and prove it.  

That ain’t gonna happen.  

He could just lie. 

But the die was cast long ago. 

“Neinn.” 
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Young and Restless 

Curled up in the fetal position Üller did his best to protect himself from the onslaught. He 

could no longer tell how many feet were kicking him and had long ago lost count of how many 

times he had been kicked. The five classmates brutally attacking him, taunted him. A pointless 

exertion, he already knew how worthless he was.  

His mother told him as much when she abandoned him. 

He wasn’t supposed to know, but he did. 

The girl was the worst. He liked her. Told her so. And she used it to lure him here. The 

strongest by far, her attacks weren’t what truly hurt. It was what she said before they started 

beating him. The contempt in her eyes when she said it. How could she know? 

“You think I could ever like a bastarður? A fatherless, motherless bastarður!” 

“Yeah, stupid lil’ bastard” the boys taunted. “I think he’s gonna cry” one said. 

But he wasn’t. Used to being ostracized, happening to him for nearly the full thirteen 

hundred years of his young life, he had already shut down. 

Elves generally behaved decently toward one another, it was an aggressively polite society. 

Much like Asgard. But these kids had a reputation. As did their parents. The adolescents engaged 

in many manners of anarchistic behavior uncommon to Elven children entering their teen years 

at thirteen hundred years old. Rumors persisted they experimented with Necromancy, and Üller’s 

aunt, Laga, who was raising him, served on the city council, and stood firmly opposed to any 

meddling in the dark arts. 

Alfheim lay in the middle of Northern Pangaea, sandwiched between Agartha; home of the 

Rød: Giants, Dwarves, and their kin, and Mt. Olympus; home of the Greys, and allegedly Titans 
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who secretly survived the First War—both empires with whom they shared an uneasy truce. The 

land, considered holy, was claimed by the Rød during the first days, but at the behest of the twins 

Ani and Ana; a powerful Dwarven lady and lord, they begrudgingly surrendered it to the Elves in 

return for exclusive mining rights to Thule’s (Jupiter) various moons and asteroids. An act that 

did not sit well with many. Up to that point, Agartha shared mining rights with many other 

empires. In a compromise, the Rød could not ship the ore to Pangaea using their own vessels but 

rather had to hire privateers.  

The region consists of highlands characterized by rolling hills, snow covered mountains with 

vast lava flows and lush green valleys, and even in the summer the climate is chilly.  

The Frigg Academy of the Ascendant in Húsavík in northeastern Alfheim served as home to 

some of the best and brightest young Elves Alfheim had to offer. And Üller stood out as one of 

the brightest, well ahead of most of his classmates in every regard—art, music, political science, 

and elemental magic, demonstrating a natural affinity for it most Lowbourne lacked—even 

among the noble houses—as if he were a Highbourne (born within five generations of the 

Firstbourne), maybe even Secondbourne, which many found impossible to believe. 

It drove many to dislike him. His aunt was a noble but by no means were any of her family 

High Immortals: First and Secondbourne birthed within the Creation Chamber in what is now 

known as Asgard. They came after the First War, carnal scions after the Creation Chamber had 

been abandoned and sealed shut, leaving many to question who his parents truly were. His aunt’s 

assertion that he was the child of her deceased distant cousin who died tragically in Lyonesse 

was accepted at first but many began questioning it after sensing his raw elemental power. 
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He knew better. Üller knew the truth. He didn’t know who his father was, only his mother 

knew that. But he knew who she was. They strove to keep the dangerous secret but he overheard. 

Later hacking his aunt’s missives with a covertly acquired necromantic spell and discovering the 

truth. What he didn’t know, what he could never understand, was what he had done wrong to 

have her abandon him. The missives had never attested to that. 

What had he done wrong to have her hate him? 

Being beaten to unconsciousness, he called to her. Not with his mind but with his broken 

heart. But she didn’t come. She never came. She is much too busy to bother with her bastard 

spawn! sincerely believing it to be true. But his heart could not kill her though his mind deeply 

wanted to.  

Though he believed his soul needed to. 

“Leave him alone!” a young girl screamed, accompanied by her little brother who took a 

fighting posture ready to defend his sister. 

“This does not concern you” the other girl warned. 

They all knew the girl, Nott. Were on friendly terms with her. More importantly they knew 

of her father. Their families were close acquaintances even though he worked as a butcher. But 

he was much more and they knew it. 

A thick burly Elf who looked as though he might have Dwarf blood running through his 

veins—impossible but people believed it—he survived the Mining Guild Wars and the Evolution 

Trails where he fought as a mercenary, killing more than could be accounted for. Prone to violent 

outbursts when he got drunk, or when someone bothered his children, or slighted them in any 

way, most Elves made certain not to bother his family. 
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“She said, leave him alone” her brother warned. 

“Come on, he’s finished” a boy cursed, the others quickly agreeing.  

The girl eyed her a moment longer, then spit on Üller. Before turning the corner, she gave 

Nott a warning look, just to be certain she understood this could have gone differently. 

Nott leaned over Üller, trying to inspect his wounds but he swatted her hands away. “Well? 

Let me look. Don’t be a halfviti. Let me see.” 

He looked at her through barely open eyes, blood and sweat obscuring his vision, and saw the 

most angelic girl he had ever seen. He had seen her before actually. Known her his entire life. 

She had journeyed to her aunt and uncle’s home for two hundred years so she could attend 

special classes in Kópavogur on the western coast of Alfheim and had only just returned.  

Apparently. Obviously.  

Hovering over him she radiated, as angelic as any of their Valkyrie ancestors. 

It struck him how much she had grown. Her soft, scaled, pearl-white skin shimmered like all 

Elves (scaled flesh having replaced feathers during the Evolutions) but hers cast several colors—

pink, lavender, violet and a hint of marigold and seafoam green—unlike most who only cast one 

or two. Her tightly-braided lavender hair hung near his face, tickling it ever-so-maddeningly, her 

violet eyes piercing him deeply. 

He immediately regretted swatting away her delicate hands, wondering if he stung her with 

his rebuke. 

“Are you alright then, Üller?” she asked again. Her voice soft but with a firmness underlying 

it he remembered. Even at a young age she was as serious as most adults. 
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Go away, I’m fine! he cursed. But the words got stuck in his throat. He knew even before he 

knew anything at all that he would never be alright. But he didn’t want to tell her that. Definitely 

not her. He didn’t want or need her or anyone else’s pity. But especially not hers. 

“Well?” 

He really wanted to tell her to go away, he really, truly meant to, but he crumbled under the 

stare of her sympathetic eyes. 

“No.” 

#3# 

Cavilla raced through the market district of Machupijchu; the capital of Paititi, with careless 

disregard for her own safety or a passing thought to the shoppers and tourists she nearly gave a 

heart-attack to when she almost collided with the fruit cart hovering past the busy intersection. 

She avoided being injured in the three-cart collision by jumping onto a street lamp then onto a 

canopy clear across the wide street.  

Not yet a teenager at twelve hundred years old, she moved with the agility and recklessness 

of a cub and the grace and skill of a full-grown Cougar. 

She turned briefly to see the royal palace Pacari; a towering thin pyramid with a broad top 

upon which their most sacred temple sits—hovering above the temple; a thick stone platform 

covered in majestic jungle flora where the graves of the Uturunkhu Cougar Unborn and first 

Primes rest.  

Wondering if her mother could see her from such a great distance, she turned and ran faster. 
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Almost the entire city was mystically carved out of the sacred mountain it stood upon. Four 

monumental pyramids surround the palace, equaling it in height but sitting lower on the 

mountain top, all five surrounded by lush jungle canopies as beautiful as any in Eden, their 

jungle home. 

Paititi itself sits on a peninsula on the most western edge of Eden, barely connected to it by a 

thin range of jungle that the Uturunkhu of Paititi protect with every breath they take. 

The rocky mountain sides ranged from very steep with cavernous homes carved into it that 

boast grand, wide balconies which invite the sun inside—to wide, ranging platforms with smooth 

adamant stone and Buloke Ironwood buildings: tiered like massive steps where inclines allowed, 

with each larger than the next, covering the landscape and housing hundreds of thousands of 

families all the way down to the seaport. Home to over a million Cougars, it is scarcely 

claustrophobic with each monolith made a part of the landscape rather than thieving from it. 

Now moving on all fours but not shifted into the forbidden Cougar form since she was too 

young—though they are born in animal form and remain in it for the first hundred years—she 

sprinted, jumped, and sometimes seemingly flew above the busy street from canopy to balcony, 

and the occasional Dwarf or Troll, while deftly avoiding crashing into anything else.  

The Ayar Royal Guards chasing her, under strict orders to only keep a vigilant distance, 

apologized profusely to the irate Dwarven ambassador and his Troll bodyguard as they ran 

stumbling past him. Luckily for them, they were under orders not to catch her and were thus able 

to save themselves the embarrassment of not actually being able to do so. Though their skill and 

experience surpassed hers by far, Cavilla stood out as a true Highbourne Immortal, being less 
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than five generations removed from a Firstbourne, and her elemental power rivaled any in the 

Three Empires. 

Her great-grandmother’s flagship would soon arrive and she needed to be the first to see her 

—the only way to avoid the much-deserved (she had to admit) whipping from her mother. 

Cavilla was an odd Cougar from birth who lacked any of the predatory instincts of her 

people. As a cub, when given live critters to help hone her hunting skills, she would instead be 

found having meetings with the feral mindless creatures about how best to bring about the much-

needed change across Pangaea. Going so far as to dress them up in royal garb. 

It infuriated her mother, a renown warrior, but brought her great-grandmother, also a warrior 

of much repute, endless joy. Her great-grandmother had come to believe something was wrong 

with Pangaea’s endless cycle of war and violence. Something that required thought and inquiry. 

But in a predatory society that lived for conflict, those views were dangerous.  

Even for the Matriarch Prime. 

As the last survivor of the three Uturunkhu Matriarch Primes born in the Creation Chamber 

during the Arisings: the era during which the Firstbourne and Secondbourne came into existence 

from inside the Cauldrons, Chasca inherited the title as Matriarch Prime. 

Rather than see a civil war, she ceded her throne to her granddaughter Moulla, the strongest 

of her generation. All but a few of her daughters having died in battle, the remaining not being 

warriors. Moulla, not the warmonger the extremists on the Ayar Parliament desired, was still 

feared enough by both ally and enemy alike that no one dared openly challenge her. Including 

her sisters. 
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The transition, however, was made difficult by Aiapaec, the last surviving Patriarch Prime 

and current Patriarch of the Uturunkhu, whom refused to publicly acknowledge Moulla, 

believing his own granddaughter to be a more capable matriarch.  

Unlike the Kindred, the three Uturungu empires do not govern a divided society based on 

gender but rather a three-branch system—different within each empire—of the Matriarch; 

executive, Patriarch; judicial, and a Parliament; legislative.  

No one in the Paititian government wanted to see that much power in a single family, even 

after he offered to cede his seat as well. So, also in an effort to avoid a civil war, he begrudgingly 

acknowledged her authority during the parliamentary ceremony.  

His refusal to endorse her publicly added an incendiary element to an already complex 

governing system and any small failure on her part, even a mundane one such as her inability to 

control her youngest daughter, is absurdly, if not sometimes comically, exaggerated. 

The thing Cavilla did this time (among her many childhood misadventures) was to sneak 

into—past the soon-to-be reassigned guards—the training pens and set the various feral Kindred, 

Uturungu and Nawālli free.  

Even worse…a few savage carnotaurs. Albeit those mistakenly.  

The feral creatures from the various species housed in the training pens were shapeshifters 

who remained in their animal forms too long and lost themselves to the wyld; the unforgivingly 

feral side of their nature. Excluding the carnotaurs—ill-fated offspring of the long-deceased 

Shala; Succubus Prime of the Anunnaki Queen Lilith’s honor guard and Shang-Ti; the right hand 

of the feral Black Dragonae, King Xuanlong—who are born feral. 
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In a brilliant plan (or so she thought at the time) to prove all Pangaea’s beasts innately gentle, 

thereby able to live in peace if only given the opportunity, she would free the captive creatures 

and triumphantly lead them, marching and dancing merrily, back into the jungle where they 

would dwell in peaceful harmony with the rest of the “Citizens of Eden”. 

She could already envision the parade Paititi—no, Pangaea, no…all the Three Realms—

would hold in her honor. 

After she opened the first cage and the feral Nawālli Fox (had to start small she wasn’t crazy 

after all) took its first tentative steps out into the large corral, and after sniffing her, simply found 

a place to lay comfortably in the sun, Cavilla saw this as clear proof from the Creator that her 

crusade was completely justified and undeniably blessed. One by one she opened the cages after 

giving each animal the opportunity to explore the large corral and find a place to relax. 

Excitedly, but not without a little voice in the back of her mind trying to remind her of 

something important, she opened the Wolven cage. The Kindred Wolve stalked slowly out of the 

cage toward her. Immediately, she realized he wasn’t like the others. Then she heard what the 

little voice was trying to tell her, “no one likes the Kindred and the Kindred hate everybody”. 

Oh yeah, she remembered. Aka! 

As she backed away from the growling Wolve—the other freed creatures also snarling—she 

tripped over a most unfortunately placed staff which rested against a beam. Unfortunate because 

the staff fell, hitting a work bench in the perfectly wrong spot, and sent the bucket sitting on the 

other end oh-so-unluckily flying, (which she witnessed in slow motion) “Ohhhh noooo”, toward 

the switch that opened the carnotaur cage. 
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In a sickening moment, as if the animals could not believe their luck, both good or bad, all 

time came to a complete stop, allowing Cavilla the whole of eternity to fully appreciate both her 

error and her terrible predicament. 

But if time truly stopped for every foolish act committed with good intentions, Pangaeans 

would still be locked away in the Creation Chamber. 

Hopelessly, time moved forward and Cavilla began the surreal process of extricating herself 

from the horrific scene. No one, save the Primal Five (Pangaea’s true cosmological architects), 

witnessed the event, but had they, they would have been awed by how skillfully she escaped the 

maelstrom unharmed, moving between, under and over the rampaging beasts on her way out of 

the corral.  

Also unseen by her and even the Primal Five, all the other creatures protected her from the 

only ones actually trying to kill her; the carnotaurs. Even…the Wolve. 

That she survived, seen erroneously as a miracle by many in the Paititian court, was a 

testament to her suppressed predatory instincts, even if some luck and help was involved. 

As the ship pulled into the docks and her great-grandmother saw Cavilla sprinting toward 

her, Chasca jumped off the rail onto the dock, scooping her terrified great-granddaughter up in 

her arms. 

“The road to Gehinnom is paved with noble intentions”, her mother’s rare sympathetic voice 

echoed in her head. “Nana help…I did somethin’ bad” she said crying, realizing that the blood of 

all those beautiful creatures lay solely on her naïve little hands. 
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Thank you for previewing Pangaea; Sunslinger, check out the full book at  

https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-

keywords=bolivar+beato&rh=i%3Aaps%2Ck%3Abolivar+beato 
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